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The demonstration of soliton mode-locking in optical microresonators has given rise to a new class of miniaturized optical frequency combs that enable chip-based applications such as optical frequency synthesis and optical
clocks [1]. The stability of the soliton repetition rate is important across a wide range of applications, and also
when the comb functions as a stand-alone microwave signal source. While the intrinsic noise set by quantumlimited motion of the solitons is very low [2], technical noise contributions are found to dominate. For example
phase noise in the optical pump can couple to the soliton repetition rate through a process driven by the Raman
self-frequency shift [3]. An effective method to suppress this coupling is by operation at a so-called quiet point
formed when a strong single-mode dispersive wave is emitted by the soliton [4]. Dispersive waves are generated
when a mode of the soliton forming mode becomes degenerate with a mode belonging to another mode family.
The spectral recoil from their interaction can be tuned to balance the Raman effect and thereby decouple the pump
noise at a speciﬁc operating point. Here we show that the suppression possible using this mechanism can be very
large. Moreover, we identify a fundamental limit set by spatio-thermal ﬂuctuations of the two interacting modes.
Soliton microcombs are generated in an ultra-high-Q silica microresonator with 15.2 GHz free-spectral-range
(optical spectrum in Fig. 1(a)) [3]. Signiﬁcantly, the spectrum features a strong dispersive wave that is used below
for quiet point operation. The microresonator is sealed in a metal package and mounted in an acoustic shield
for mechanical and thermal isolation. Photodetection of the soliton microcombs reveals high-contrast, narrowlinewidth beatnotes as shown in Fig. 1(b). Figure 1(c) gives the relative Allan deviation of the beatnote, which
reaches 5 × 10−11 at 40 ms integration time with long-term drift less than 0.1 Hz/s.
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Fig. 1. Optical and electrical spectra of soliton microcomb. (a) Optical spectrum of the soliton
microcomb. The pump (dashed line) and the highlighted dispersive wave belong to fundamental
and higher-order mode families, respectively. Inset right: silica microresonator in a package. Inset
left: spatio–temporal thermal tuning of soliton and dispersive wave modes. (b) Electrical spectrum
showing soliton repetition rate. (c) Allan deviation of repetition rate.
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Fig. 2. Quiet point and spatio-temporal thermal decoherence. (a) Phase noise and calibration
tone power at different detuning (indicated by color). Pump contributed noise corresponding to the
weakest calibration tone is also plotted (dashed line). (b) Plot of actual noise versus calibration tone
suppression at several offset frequencies. (c) Measured phase noise at maximum quiet point suppression and calculated spatio-temporal thermal decoherence noise. Quantum timing jitter, thermorefractive noise and detector shot noise are also plotted.

Quiet-point operation is established as described in Ref. [4]. Plotted in Fig. 2(a) are phase noise traces of
the repetition rate while approaching the quiet point. Tuning control in this process is possible by adjusting the
detuning of the pump frequency relative to the cavity resonance that is pumped. In addition, calibration tones are
created by modulating the phase of the pump laser at 10 kHz. This enables active monitoring of the degree to
which pump phase noise is suppressed. At the quiet point 36 dB noise suppression is achieved, which is sufﬁcient
to reduce the pump noise below the measured phase noise. Further comparison between the amount of reduction
in pump noise (as inferred by the tone) and measured phase noise reveals a regime dominated by another source
of noise (Fig. 2(b)).
Noise contributions to the repetition rate are calculated in Fig. 2(c), including quantum timing jitter [2], thermorefractive noise [5] and detector shot noise. And each source is too small to be a limiting factor in this work. A
new source of noise caused by spatio-temporal thermal decoherence is believed to set the observed noise limit.
Due to their spatial displacement, the soliton spatial mode and the transverse mode associated with the dispersive
wave are not in thermal equilibrium. Moreover, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a), their temperature difference δ T changes
their frequency difference Δω, thereby altering the power of the dispersive wave and in turn the repetition rate [4].
The contribution of this spatio-temporal thermal ﬂuctuation to the noise of soliton repetition rate can be shown
to be given by SST = (α 2 n2T ω 2 /n2o )Sδ T . Here, nT and no are the thermo-optic coefﬁcient and the refractive index,
respectively; ω is the frequency of the dispersive wave and α = ∂ ωr /∂ Δω is the dependence of the repetition rate
ωr on Δω. The power spectral density Sδ T can be obtained numerically using the ﬁnite-element-method [5]. The
resulting calculated SST (Fig. 2(c)) is in good agreement with the measurement. In making this plot the coefﬁcient
α is a ﬁtting parameter and the ﬁt value of -26 dB is close to the value -22 dB derived from measured soliton
properties based on the theory in Ref. [4].
In summary, we have studied the quiet point operation of a soliton microcomb for improved repetition rate
stability. Spatio-temporal thermal ﬂuctuations are believed to present a limit on the stability at the quiet point. The
quiet point suppression mechanism, itself, was measured to provide up to 36 dB of pump-noise suppression.
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